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FRAMING THE
CONVERSATION

Every citizen has had
long associations with
some part of his city, and
his image is soaked in
memories and meanings.
Kevin Lynch, ‘The Image of the City’, 1960.

Introduction
Research Process
The "Tools & Projections research process focuses on tools to speculate on the futures of our
built environment. Predicating on a methodology of research through practice, tools are
utilized as ways to look at, and operate within, the contemporary world.

Tool

Select a tool with the potential to instigate
new ways of seeing and operating within
our contemporary world. How can the
tool suggest novel venues of intervention?

Technique

Activate selected tool through a shared site
to speculate on the projective characteristics
and qualities of selected tool. The field
research will reveal new ways to use the tool
within the built environment.

Aspiration

Position tool research in a contemporary
discourse/larger conversation.

Application

Apply the tool investigation and findings to
thesis project.

FRAMING THE CONVERSATION
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HISTORY OF
MAPPING

The history of mapping begins with
the Egyptians. The Turin Papyrus Map
is an ancient Egyptian treasure map,
and is considered to be the oldest
surviving topographical and geological
map from the ancient world.
Fig. 1 Turin Papyrus Map, 1160 BC

Babylonians also engaged in
mapmaking, using clay tablets to do
so. A depiction of the original map
shows the Babylonians attempting to
depict the layout of the world, placing
themselves in the center. It was common
for ancient maps to be presented in a
diagrammatic representation.
Fig. 2 Babylonian Map, 600 BC

In the middle ages, various religions
painted cosmological diagrams specific
to their beliefs. In the Jain Cosmological
Diagram of the Mortal Worlds, this
painting is a map-like renderings of the
middle world, one of the three worlds
that comprise the Jain universe.

Fig. 3 Jain Cosmological Diagram of the Mortal Worlds, 1200 CE
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The Greek civilization helped develop
the understanding of cartography
as an important science for society.
They performed studies of the
size and shape of the earth and its
habitable areas, climatic zones and
country positions. Eratosthenes
contributed greatly to the history of
geographic knowledge with his world
map.
Fig. 4 World Map, Eratosthenes, 194 CE

During Roman times, cartographers
focused on practical uses for
mapmaking, such as military and
administrative needs. Authorities
required maps of administrative
boundaries, physical features, or
road networks in order to control the
Empire. The Ptolemy map is notable
for its probable role in the Roman
expansion. Ptolemy’s idea of using
a latitude and longitude system had
a significant impact on the work of
later cartographers.

Fig. 5 World Map, Ptolemy, 150 CE

Muslim scholars started using the
knowledge, notes and writings of the
explorers and merchants during their
travels across the Muslim world. The
Tabula Rogeriana, by Al-Idrisi, is a
geographical text that covers natural
features, ethnic and cultural, groups,
and socioeconomic features.

Fig. 6 Tabula Rogeriana, Muhammad al-Idrisi, 1154 CE
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Gerardus Mercator’s map is notable for
being the first attempt to make a round
earth look “right” on a flat surface. Lines of
latitude and longitude, useful for navigating
a globe, become warped and useless on a flat
map. Mercator sought to account for this by
keeping the lines straight, and distorting the
size of objects closest to the poles. The result
was the Mercator projection, an invaluable
tool for navigation at sea.
This is the earliest known Chinese terrestrial
globe, and was made for the Chinese
Emperor. Its representation exaggerates the
size of China and is placed in the middle of
a world that otherwise consisted mainly of
small offshore islands. The globe draws on
ideas that were developed in China far earlier
than in the West, such as its treatment of
eclipses and meridians.
Fig. 7 Chinese Globe, 1623 CE

Fig. 8 Mercator Projection, Gerardus Mercator, 1569 CE
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The first documented application of what
could be considered data overlaying on maps
was in Paris in 1832. Charles Picquet created
a map-based representation of cholera
epidemiology by representing the 48 districts
of the city with different halftone colour
gradients. The map is likely the first use of
spatial analysis in epidemiology

Fig. 9 Cholera Map, Charles Picquet, 1832 CE

The industrial revolution was the main
catalyst in the evolution of data mapping.
The explosion in manufacturing increased
the need for an extensive infrastructure,
both social and industrial, especially in
the transportation field. The full series of
Ireland Railway Commission maps depict
population, traffic flows, geology and
topography.

Fig. 10 Atlas to Accompany the Second Report of the Irish Railway
Commissioners, 1838
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Remote sensing technology developed 30 years after the invention of the
camera. These early systems consisted of cameras placed on balloons and
pigeons, and then planes. The availability of digital remotely sensed data
in the 1960s spurred the initial development of systems for mapping.

Fig. 11-16 Aerial Photography and Early Remote
Sensing Technology, late 1800s

HISTORY OF MAPPING
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Fig. 17 Hull House Maps, Florence Kelley, 1895 CE

Commissioned by the United States Congress in 1892, Florence Kelley created the Hull House Maps as a part of
a national study of The Slums of Baltimore, Chicago, New York and Philadelphia. The demographic information
was represented in color-coded maps. Kelley's work serves as a classic model example for sociology and
ethnography studies, as well as spectacular wage and ethnicity maps.

Fig. 18 London Tube Map, Harry Beck, 1933 CE

Harry Beck's Underground map was originally dismissed as too 'revolutionary' when it was first unveiled in
1931. However, the map solves the problem of representing clearly and elegantly a dense, complex interweaving
of train lines. Placing the stations at similar intervals, regardless of their accurate locations, exaggerates the area
of central London, while the straight lines and interchange symbols bring a simple order to the network.
12
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Fig. 19-21 Early Ages of GIS, ESRI, 1960-80

The field of geographic information systems (GIS) started in the 1960s as computers and early concepts of
quantitative and computational geography emerged. Early GIS work included spatial analysis and visualization.
As computing systems became more powerful, Esri improved its software tools. Esri released ARC/INFO in
1981. Since then, GIS Analysts and Specialists have emerged as the new experts of cartographic science.

HISTORY OF MAPPING
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Fig. 22-25 Design with Nature, Ian McHarg, 1969

In 1969, Ian McHarg introduced the power of systematic spatial analysis using transparent Mylar overlay
maps for human development design and engineering. His methods popularized and advanced the
application of multiple “cake layers” for incorporating the environment and social constraints into projects.
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Fig. 26 Google Maps, 2005

The invention of Google Maps in the mapping discourse has been a revolutionary
tool in making mapmaking accessible to the public.

Fig. 27-32 Aerial Imagery, GIS, 2018

Mapping allows us to more efficiently and effectively derive information from
imagery. It is a comprehensive image integration machine that opens the door to
using the thousands of aircraft, satellite, drone, and ground-based image sensors
operating around the globe.
HISTORY OF MAPPING
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CONTEMPORARY
MAPPING

JAMES CORNER’S

Drift

Contemporary

Mapping

Layering

Techniques

Game-board

In James Corner’s essay titled, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique, and Invention”, Corner
argues that the function of mapping is less to mirror reality than it is to engender the reshaping of the
worlds in which people live. He offers a few contemporary mapping techniques that can be utilized today.

CONTEMPORARY MAPPING
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Drift

Fig. 33 Discours sur les Passions de l’amour, Guy Debord, 1957

The first technique is drift, shown here in Guy Debord’s series of maps made after Debord had
walked aimlessly around the streets of Paris. This technique maps alternative itineraries, and
aligns otherwise disparate, repressed or unavailable topographies, to form cognitive and mental
mappings, rendering new images of space and relationship.
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Layering

Fig. 34 Parc de la Villette Layer Diagrams, Office for Metropolitan Architecture, 1983

Layering involves the superimposition of various and independent layers one upon the other to produce
a heterogeneous and thickened surface. The layers shown here by Rem Koolhaas display a complex
fabric, without hierarchy or single organizing principle. The composite field is instead one of multiple
parts and elements, cohesive at one layer but disjunct in relation to others.

CONTEMPORARY MAPPING
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Game-board

As a representation of contested
territory, the game-board map
assumes an enabling or facilitating
status for otherwise adversarial
groups to try and find common
ground while “playing” out
various scenarios. This graphic
map by Raoul Bunschoten is a
game-board for playing out a wide
range of urban futures.

Fig. 35 Four Planning Fields for Bucharest, Raoul Bunschoten/CHORA, 1996
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+ digital data

Thick-maps
Contemporary

Mapping

Ghost-maps

Typologies

Counter-maps

Through alternative and contemporary methods of mapping, (e.g. thick-mapping, ghost-mapping, and
counter-mapping), narratives from different groups of people are layered to reveal a complete and unaltered
picture. Fragments of the urban fabric that were once erased, excluded, or edited can now be understood and
appreciated in full historical context.

CONTEMPORARY MAPPING
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Thick-maps

Fig. 36-37 Digital Harlem, University of Sydney, 2017

Thick mapping is the processes of collecting, aggregating, and visualizing layers of geographic or placespecific data to embody temporal and historical dynamics through a multiplicity of layered narratives,
sources, and representational practices. The Digital Harlem project visualizes and explores the spatial
dimensions of everyday life in Harlem during 1915-1930.
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Ghost-maps

Fig. 38-40 Ghost Maps, Philip J. Ethington, 2014

According to Philip Ethington, “all human actions and experience take place” and through “pictorial
representations of social forms can...the mapping of footprints of past actions” take place. Ethington
creates ghost maps of Los Angeles to study the displacement of cultural neighborhoods over time due
to gentrification.

CONTEMPORARY MAPPING
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Counter-maps

Fig. 41 Counter-mapping Migration: Irregular Migrants’ Stories through Cognitive Mapping, Amalia Campos-Delgado, 2018

‘Counter-mapping’ is the map-making process whereby communities appropriate the state’s techniques of
formal mapping and make their own maps as alternatives to those used by government. Amalia CamposDelgado studied migration mapping and suggests "the fixity of borders, which is produced and reproduced in the
cartography, is challenged on a day-to-day basis through irregular migration and by the state’s attempt to restrain
it". Agustin was a migrant who was kidnapped, and he documented his journey through counter-mapping (Fig.
41). The official government maps (Fig. 42-43), displaying typical migrant routes, suppress the experiences that
these migrants actually encounter.
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Fig. 42-43 Counter-mapping Migration: Irregular Migrants’ Stories through Cognitive Mapping, Amalia Campos-Delgado, 2018

CONTEMPORARY MAPPING
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FIELD
EXPERIMENT

Skytop Quarry
Syracuse, NY
Although the actual location of the
Skytop Quarry is in Jamesville, it is
considered by locals, to this day, to
be located in Syracuse because of
its proximity to Skytop Campus of
Syracuse University.
The Skytop Quarry officially
opened in 1908 through the
ownership of the Rock Cut
Stone Company of Syracuse, NY.
Since aerial photography did not
originate until 1926, the earliest
aerial photo of the quarry is from
1926 (see fig. 45). The earliest
recorded map of the site is from
1898 (see fig. 44), and it is evident
that there is no physical indication
of quarry construction at the time.
With the inconsistent physical
record of the site in its early days,
there is a weak understanding of
how the quarry looked or operated
from 1908 - 1925.

Fig. 44 Syracuse Map, 1898

Fig. 45 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1926
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Fig. 46 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1938

In 1929, the General Crushed
Stone Company, of Easton,
Pennsylvania, acquired the
quarry from the Rock Cut Stone
Company of Syracuse. Three
years later in 1932, the quarry
shut down “temporarily”, which
actually winded up lasting 15
years. The aerial photo and map
both date to 1938: only six years
into the quarry's shut down (see
fig. 46-47). These records indicate
no expansion or progress had been
made since the 1926 aerial images.
Fig. 47 Syracuse Map, 1938
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The General Crushed Stone
Company reopened the crusher
operation at the quarry in 1947.
The aerial images date to 1948 (see
fig. 48) and 1951 (see fig. 50), again
indicating no updates to the site
since its reopening.
In 1956, with construction of the
federal highway system under way,
the company restarted mining rock
at the site. Although adding this new
operation, the quarry continued to
function at its original quarry site
size, seen in the 1926 aerial photo
(see fig. 45). This is additionally
evident in the 1957 map (see fig. 49),
which displays the same conditions
from the 1938 map (see fig. 47).

Fig. 48 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1948

Fig. 49 Syracuse Map, 1957

Fig. 50 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1951
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Fig. 51 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1959

Sometime in between 1958 and 1959, the General
Crushed Stone Company began expansion on
their quarry to reflect their increased operations.
It took a minimum of two-three years after the
construction of the federal highway system in
1956 for the company to engage in this step. In
the 1959 aerial image (see fig. 51), the quarry is
enlarging eastward into the surrounding forest.
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Fig. 52 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1964

Five years later, in 1964 (see fig.
52), it is evident that the quarry
significantly expanded in size
continuing eastward. In 1966 (see
fig. 53), the quarry's expansion
slowed appreciably. The growth is
seen on the right side as it rounds
out into the forest landmass.

Fig. 53 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1966
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Fig. 54 Syracuse Map, 1977

By 1976, the quarry was processing
650,000 tons of crushed stone annually.
In 1977 (see fig. 54-56), the quarry did
not reflect any physical change from its
last recorded aerial image in 1966 (see
fig. 53).
Unfortunately, five or so years later in
the early 1980s, the General Crushed
Stone Company officially shut the
quarry down permanently. The
company relocated operations farther
south in Jamesville.
The General Crushed Stone Company
was acquired by Hanson Aggregates
New York Incorporated of Atlanta in
1992. The new company continued to
operate a quarry to the south, but the
original Skytop Quarry still had no use.
Fig. 55-56 Syracuse Aerial Photo, SUNY-ESF, 1977
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Fig. 57-62 Drone Photography, Rasan Taher, 2018

In 2015, Skytop Quarry was
a proposed site for a regional
cargo hub that would serve
as an economic revitalization
plan for Central New York.
However, the idea was
rejected due to immense
scrutiny and disapproval
from the surrounding
community. Today, (see
fig. 57 - 63) The quarry still
sits vacant and abandoned,
making for an excellent
mountain-biking, hiking, or
dog-walking adventure.
Fig. 63 Google Maps, 2018
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Drift

Fig. 64 Skytop Quarry Drift, Elise Chelak, 2018

Similar to Guy Debord's drift mapping, I too created a series of maps reflecting my aimless and chaotic
exploration around the quarry. Owing to the quarry's large size, overgrown and abandoned nature, it was
difficult but exciting to navigate the site. The drift technique maps the alternative routes I took while exploring:
representing the confused state I was in, making circles and loops in my trails trying to find my way. In the end,
this drift map forms new visuals and representations of the quarry's spatial relationships.
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Layering

Fig. 65 Skytop Quarry Layering, Elise Chelak, 2018

For the layering mapping technique, I separated and isolated the quarry from its surrounding context to
understand its growth over time. Each of the layers represent a year that an aerial image was taken over the
quarry. I treated the form itself as independent layers, creating a composite field of multiple parts and elements,
cohesive in spatial location but disjunct in form. Not only does the layering technique exemplify the multilayered history of the site, but it also displays a catalog, or kit of parts, to understand its progression.

FIELD EXPERIMENT
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Game-board
I. SMOKERS

II. WALKERS + PETS

III. BIKERS

WALKERS

SMOKERS

BIKERS

Fig. 66-69 Skytop Quarry Game-board, Elise Chelak, 2018

The quarry is a contested territory in Syracuse's landscape. The abandoned site is private property, and has a
myriad of "No Trespassing" signs near the entrance. Nonetheless, while at the quarry, I noticed three groups
of people using the site in different ways: smokers, walkers/hikers (sometimes with their pets), and mountainbikers. The game-board map recognizes these adversarial groups and tries to find common ground while
“playing” out various scenarios. The overlapping of the three groups in the map suggests the inumerable
situations in which the groups will share storylines. I wonder, what is the urban future of the quarry?
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Thick-map

Fig. 70 Skytop Quarry Thick-map, Elise Chelak, 2018

The mapping typology of thick-mapping intends to reveal the quarry’s spatial evolution through its existence.
The thick-mapping process was accomplished by accumulating, combining, and visualizing layers of geographicspecific information to portray historical dynamics. Various mediums of layered sources, those being historical
maps, topography and aerial photography, exemplify the rich historical narrative the site encompasses. The
thick-mappings also portray the shifts in time of the physical and built environment. Although there are no
literal data points to this thick-map, this typology still engages the viewer with its artifactual conditions.
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Ghost-map

Fig. 71 Skytop Quarry Ghost-map, Elise Chelak, 2018

A subset of Philip Ethington's ghost-map studies were the montages depicting archive photos collaged and
juxtaposed with current conditions of the site. The only archive imagery available on the Skytop Quarry are
aerial photographs. To attempt the ghost-map typology, I needed images taken of the quarry operations, so as
to compare with the images I took during my site visit. I was able to find early hand-renderings of Split Rock
Quarry in Onondoga, only seven miles from the Skytop Quarry. Using those images, collectively, the montage
map demonstrates the current quality of the quarry. It shows the transition the quarry went through, providing
for industrial operations and now to leisurely outdoor [exercise] activities.
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Counter-map

Hidden architecture
Hidden paths

Fig. 72 Skytop Quarry Counter-map, Elise Chelak, 2018

When searching for Skytop Quarry in Google Maps, it directs the user to Old Abandoned DeWitt Quarry, and
then places the destination pin in the middle of a grey-blob space of nothing. Simply, the rich, industrial history
of the quarry was not being acknowleged or appreciated by Google Maps. This finding inspired me to countermap, or make my own map as an alternative to those used by official entities. I mapped the built environment of
the quarry, as well as the many paths and destinations the quarry contains. Counter-mapping the site made me
question why the remnants in the landscape had to be suppressed by the widely and publicly accessible mapping
tool. Was there an ulterior motive? Was this the doings of the company that owns the quarry to curb trespassers?
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TOOL
CONCLUSIONS

What does contemporary mapping enable?
- Spatial analysis
- Physical attributes
- New perspectives
- Social values
- Historical information
- Large-scale / small-scale
- Overlaying of data
- Interpretativity

What are contemporary mapping’s limitations?
- Accuracy
- Access to data
- Bias and subjectivity from the map-maker
- Real-time information, relevancy, up-to-date

How does contemporary mapping make us think differently about
architecture?
- Understanding of existing conditions + ghosts of the site
- Layer lost information to realize what has been left behind
- Spatially organize the remains of urban fabric
- Systematic relationships between the physical and social
- Visualize the effects of local and political decisions to an industry
- Inform projective interventions

...So what now?
TOOL CONCLUSIONS
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THESIS
CONTENTION

Activating Place
America's Former Beer Capital

This thesis contends that the tool of mapping, as well as its various techniques
and typologies, can uncover historical identities in the urban landscape, so as to
generate rich, spatial narratives of place. Through alternative and contemporary
methods of mapping, (e.g. drift, layering, game-board, thick-mapping, ghostmapping, and counter-mapping), community stories are layered to reveal a
complete and unaltered genius loci (spirit of place). Fragments of the urban
fabric that were once erased, excluded, or edited, are now reframed for the work
they do to contain and convey, and reinterpret to revitalize this neighborhood
while drawing on its past. Acknowledging what exactly predates a place enables
meaningful projections of public space, which serve as powerful assets for entire
communities to claim ownership of and share democratically. In turn, thoughtful
public space will initiate deep connections between human and place.
The Brewerytown neighborhood of Philadelphia is a prototype for employing
contemporary mapping efforts to uncover the history of place. In the late 1800s,
the once industrial site contained 700 breweries and held the title of ‘America’s
Beer Capital’. Once Prohibition was introduced in 1920, almost all the breweries
left for the Midwest. Since then, the area has seen crime and blight in the 1990s,
and now in the 21st century, a wave of gentrification. As a result, the Brewerytown
district today has scant allusion to its incredible past, and a disappointing lack of
its former identity, cultural essence and sense of place.
Outcomes of the mapping process will inform considerate interventions to spur
community revitalization, specifically taking shape through public space as place.
The instances of placemaking will act as urban acupuncture, which are small-scale
interventions to transform the larger urban context.

THESIS CONTENTION
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DISCIPLINARY
MAP

DISCIPLINARY MAP
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AMERICA'S
FORMER
BEER CAPITAL

Brewerytown
Philadelphia, PA

Fig. 73 Brewerytown Mural

This Philadelphia neighborhood became known as Brewerytown as early as the 1860s, when
the area was filled with small brewers and distillation facilities. Unfortunately, by the 20th
century, Prohibition had driven most of the local brewers to the Midwest. By 1987, every
single brewer in Brewerytown had vanished, which resulted in a dramatic introduction of
crime. The neighborhood was soon deemed blighted by the city government. In 1991, the
National Register of Historic Places certified Brewerytown as a historical district.

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Fig. 74 Philadelphia City, R. L. Barnes, 1855

Fig. 75 Philadelphia Atlas, Samuel L. Smedley, 1862
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Fig. 76 Philadelphia Atlas, G. W. Bromley, 1895

Fig. 77 Aerial Survey of Philadelphia, PA, Dallin Aerial Survey Co., 1930

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Fig. 78 Philadelphia Land Use Map, Works Progress Administration, 1962

Fig. 79 Aerial Photographs of the Delaware Valley, Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 1965
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Fig. 80 Aerial Photographs of the Delaware Valley, Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission, 1980

Fig. 81 Google Earth, 2018

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Brewerytown Breweries Then...

N

Fig. 82 Brewerytown Breweries Pre-Prohibition, Elise Chelak, 2018
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...Philadelphia Breweries Now

N

Fig. 83 Philadelphia's Sprawl of Breweries Today, Elise Chelak, 2018

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Drift

Fig. 84 Brewerytown Drift Map, Elise Chelak, 2019

The drift map shows the spatial relationship of how one moves and navigates within the Brewerytown district
if they were to visit the sites of the old brewery complexes. This map displays the once sprawled nature of the
brewery complexes, allowing for multiple varieties of paths to travel upon. The drifting between the breweries
creates a unique industrial landscape.
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Layering

Fig. 85 Layering of Breweries within Brewerytown Blocks, Elise Chelak, 2019

The layering map shows a composite field of the old urban fabric, cohesive in spatial location but disjunct in
form. The map is important in telling Brewerytown’s original sense of place, at the scale of the city block. The
brewery complexes were typically large and spread out, taking up multiple blocks at a time. Each brewery process
and function had its own huge building for a sole purpose.

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Game-board

Fig. 86 Brewerytown Game-board map, Elise Chelak, 2019

The game-board map represents contested territory (such as vacant lots and abandoned structures) that could
be “played” with or against other site conditions to create a new urban future for the site. The existing public
spaces and parks are shown in the game-board playing with the vacant lots and abandoned structures, in order
to speculate on new possible public areas for the community in the future.
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Thick-map

Fig. 87 Brewerytown Thick-map, Elise Chelak, 2019

The thick-map shows spatial evolution and accumulates various mediums of layered sources to visualize layers of
geographic specific information and portray historical dynamics of the site. The map reveals that two blocks of
Brewerytown were lost and given to an electrical plant. These two blocks contained a part of the Bergner & Engel
brewery complex.

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Ghost-map

Fig. 88 Brewerytown Ghost-map, Elise Chelak, 2019

The ghost-map is a collection of artifacts from the site then and now, comparing and contrasting one another in
its evolution over time to display a site’s old and new uses. This map is critical in finding the artifacts that were
once important to the site, and understanding how the artifacts can be implemented in its "now" condition.
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Counter-map

Fig. 89 Brewerytown Counter-mapping | Early Signs of Gentrification, Elise Chelak, 2019

The counter-map disputes official maps, and in this case, serves to exploit the sweeping (and unspoken)
gentrification wave that is overcoming the Brewerytown neighborhood today. This map gives meaning and
reason to create new spaces for the current community to own over the private corporations entering the
neighborhood and taking land for private developments.

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Original Artifacts
1800 - 1920

Fig. 90 Souvenir Album, F.A. Poth Brewing Company, Hagley Digital Archives, 2019

Fig. 91 Souvenir Album, F.A. Poth Brewing Company, Hagley Digital Archives, 2019

Fig. 92 Bergner & Engel Brewing: An Example of the Times, University of Michigan
Library Online Exhibits.
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Repurposed Artifacts
2019 -

Fig. 93 Repurposed Artifacts, Elise Chelak, 2019

The artifacts that best represent Brewerytown’s spirit of place are the pipes that carried the
liquids within the breweries, and the barrels that would store and ferment the beer. Pipes
convey. Barrels contain. Throughout the design intervention, the artifacts are utilized as
a kit of parts to convey and contain people, and lead people throughout the corridor into
destination points within the public spaces. These artifacts that were once used in the
brewing industry are now reimagined for the Brewerytown community for 2019 and beyond.

AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Design Intervention

Fig. 94 Hybrid Technique Map, Elise Chelak, 2019

The hybrid technique map combines all of the contemporary mapping techniques in order to locate, inform,
and speculate on new ways of engaging with Brewerytown’s history. The contemporary maps are not meant to
translate into a 1:1 design intervention. As a result of the contemporary mapping, the two areas where most of
the breweries used to be located became the anchors to the design intervention. The anchors were connected
to the main public park and community garden that exist in the neighborhood today, forming an “L” shaped
corridor. People can drift off the corridor into the injected public spaces throughout the intervention. These
public spaces were inserted into previously vacant lots.
62
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Fig. 95 Brewerytown Masterplan, Elise Chelak, 2019

The first place one can see the pipes reimagined are on the edges of the corridor, where the pipes serve as street
barriers that protect the planting beds. These planting beds contain barley, (which the brewing industry used
to grow on-site), and other trees and grasses. This element of greenery along the streetscape is important, since
Brewerytown currently has few trees and greenery throughout their neighborhood streets.
AMERICA'S FORMER BEER CAPITAL
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Water Plaza / Ice Rink

Fig. 96 Water Plaza/Ice Rink, Elise Chelak, 2019

Behind one of the last remaining brewery structures in Brewerytown, (the old Poth Brewery), a sunken water
plaza is inserted, enclosed by a combined barrel mass, that transforms into an ice rink in the winter months.
This program is associated with the ice vaults that the brewery industry originally utilized for refrigeration.
Pipes are used along the old Poth Brewery edge to frame the iconic building, and for people to sit on or
wander through.
@ the corner of Glenwood, 31st, and W Oxford St.
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Beer Garden

Fig. 97 Beer Garden, Elise Chelak, 2019

A beer garden is positioned at the exact location of the former beer garden that was around in the 1800s. The
beer garden served as the main social destination for the brewery owners, workers and families. Pipes are
used overhead to draw people in and out of the lot, carefully placed in between the existing buildings, while
barrels are carved into to create communal booths for people to sit in.
@ between N 31st and N 32nd, Master and Jefferson St.
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Farmers Market Stalls

Fig. 98 Farmers Market Stalls, Elise Chelak, 2019

Nearby the existing Brewerytown community garden, (on the corner of N 27th and Master St), farmers
market stalls are placed for the neighborhood people to sell and buy produce from the community garden.
The market stalls are made out of the pipes, while the barrels are used to hold and display the goods.
@ N Marston and Master St.
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Outdoor Theater

Fig. 99 Outdoor Theater, Elise Chelak, 2019

Lastly, an outdoor theater center made of pipes is introduced, and allows people to wander through, sit on,
and draw their attention to the stage. The stage is made from a barrel, and contains the various performances.
@ Girard Ave. in between 27th and N Taney St.
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Fig. 100 Final Review Pin-Up, Elise Chelak, 2019
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